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They want homes that stand out from the rest; as a result, many are opting for bold, 

bespoke designs that cannot be replicated.

Pittsburgh window film can not only help with the overall design element of the home, 

but it can also help the furniture in the house pop. For instance, having darker window 

film in a particular room helps highlight the furniture and give it a different atmosphere 

than the rest of your house.

Similarly, depending on the personality of the room you can even have window film that 

compliments the wallpaper. Also, with window film that prevents UV rays, you can even 

install them in spaces frequented by family members such as living rooms and kitchens.

Additionally, window film is easy to maintain and clean. Your clients will have a unique 

home and a space that can be easily cleaned without too much maintenance.

Here’s a look at how interior designers could elevate your home using window film 

solutions.

Fix lighting problems

Contemporary homes are moving towards bright, open windows that let the natural light 

in to create modern spaces. This is quickly becoming a popular design trend.

However, one of the issues you may face with these modern designs is that if you have a 

window that is facing west, the living space could become unbearable later on in the day.

A simple solution to this is to install blinds or curtains, but this can take away from the 

overall look of the home. Residential window film can help you keep the brightness 

without compromising on other elements of nature, such as heat.

Also, with heat-resistant window film, you can limit the amount of heat you experience, 

and enjoy every room at any time of day without compromising on comfort.

Every homeowner wants a unique space that reflects 
their unique personality.

With heat-resistant 
window film, you can 

limit the amount of heat 
you experience, and 

enjoy every room at any 
time of day without 
compromising on 

comfort.
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Improve interior aesthetics

Window film is a great way to add a bit of design flair to your client’s homes. Decorative 

window film, specifically, can give interiors an aesthetically pleasing upgrade for both 

interiors and exteriors.

This window film features all kinds of interesting and eye-catching designs, from simple 

frosted glass patterns to more complex geometric designs. Installing it on windows and 

other glass surfaces can give your clients’ interiors a unique new look.

Also, tinted window film can reduce the intensity of sunlight entering a home, and this 

feature may be used to improve interior lighting and ambiance. This window film can also 

help eliminate glare, making your clients’ homes more comfortable for the eyes.

Give the privacy your clients crave

Every house—big or small—has blinds and curtains as part of the home’s interior and 

exterior design.

Pittsburgh window film solutions offer reflective window tinting that enables you to add 

that extra layer of privacy to your home even if you keep your curtains and blinds open 

during the day.

Window film for privacy can be incorporated into a number of areas inside your home 

including bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchens, living rooms, and dining rooms. This way, 

strangers or burglars passing by will not be able to peer into the home and scout their 

next potential victim.

Save energy

Aside from improving the aesthetic of your client’s home, you can also use window film 

to create an energy-efficient home environment for them.

Window film, such as solar window film, is designed to help regulate the temperatures 

inside homes. This film can make interiors cooler during hot summer days and trap heat 

during winter.

Window film is a great 
way to add a bit of 
design flair to your 

client’s homes. 
Decorative window film, 
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This ability to regulate temperature will make a home’s occupants rely less on their HVAC 

systems, and this can help them save electricity in the long run.

Give your clients the best upgrade possible with Pittsburgh window film

Window film is a versatile and cost-effective way to give your clients a unique interior 

that balances beautiful aesthetics with functionality. If you’re looking for excellent 

window film solutions to add to your interior decorating business, speak with a 

well-reputed window film installation company in Pittsburgh today!

Window film for privacy 
can be incorporated into 
a number of areas inside 

your home including 
bedrooms, bathrooms, 
kitchens, living rooms, 

and dining rooms. 


